On May 25th, 1886, Victor Horsley, then aged 29 years, another brilliant recent recruit to the burgeoning National Hospital for the Paralysed and Epileptic in Queen Square, performed his first brain operation on a patient.2 There was no tradition of neurological surgery, so there could be no apprenticeship, and although Macewen in Glasgow (1879) , ' Rickman Godlee in London (1884) and Durante in Italy (1884), had operated on the brain, their operations passed largely unnoticed. Horsley' s facilities, in a converted day-room off a ward, were primitive but his personal preparation was extensive. He had already engaged upon a very large amount of experimental brain surgery on animals from which he derived experience which could be wedded to his extraordinary dexterity, technique, and an astounding knowledge of the kind of anaesthesia required. Horsley was also a man given to zealous crusades and one of his crusades was about antisepsis. His techniques of sealing the bone edge with antiseptic wax,4 and turning a comma-shaped flap instead of the old cruciform incision, both assisted in the control of infection. Moreover, his characteristic optimism was reinforced by remarkable luck.
His first patient, James B, then aged 22 years, suffered epilepsy from the age of 15 following a severe head injury received in a road traffic accident at the age of seven.5 At that age he had been in the Edinburgh Royal Infirmary with a depressed comminuted fracture. Debridement was performed but the wound suppurated and the brain herniated. His hemiplegia cleared after seven weeks. In 1886 he was suffering prolonged episodes of "Jacksonian" status epilepticus. Thus the origin of his attacks was obvious and the location of his cortical scar was very apparent. It proved to be highly vascular, measuring 3 by 2cm. It was removed with half a centimetre of surrounding brain substance. Horsley was not keen on drainage but initially made brief use of drainage tubes.6 The wound healed, the post-operative motor and sensory losses faded. There were no more fits.
Hughlings Jackson, whose patient James B was, was in theatre with David Ferrier to witness Horsley' Horsley's friends, Frank Cutlack and CJ Bond, each describe his "glorious triumph" and his need to walk off the heady sensations induced by the great reception given to his paper. 9 The year 1886 was his annus mirabilis. Apart from these clinical achievements, he became a founder member of the Neurological Society of London, he was placed on a Committee of the Local Government Board which was inquiring into Pasteur's method of dealing with rabies, which launched another of his major achievements, and he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society. He was henceforth a major and commanding figure in the medical establishment. Within a year he had performed eleven operations on the brain and established himself sufficiently well financially to marry in 1887 his fiancee of some four years, Eldred Bramwell.
He Although his contemporary biographers seem to see his background as average for a nice middle-class lad, there were certain privileges and influences which were highly germane to his later career. His mother Taylor was brought up in France and Victor would communicate with her in French, a factor which might have had some influence on his relationship with Charcot and Pasteur. He also had a German governess and as a student he had made several extended trips in that country. He thus had ready access to important European medical publications. Then there was the family tradition of devotion to causes. His father campaigned, to the point of being ridiculed, against the use of nude models by artists. His uncle, Sir Seymour Haden, both an artist and physician, was a campaigner against cremation. He favoured burial, "earth to earth" and invented a papier mache coffin to facilitate it. Victor Horsley's energy was always prodigious, his country walks would cover 20 miles in vile conditions or extend to 40 miles on a better day. Having exhausted all his friends on a mountain climb, he spent the rest period on the peak collecting and burying the rubbish. He had a life-long preoccupation with military matters, especially shooting and drill. He hoped for a career as a cavalry officer, but responded to the suggestion of medicine by saying, "Oh! All right, plenty of riding and driving and cutting about." Nevertheless, he joined the Artists' Rifles as a student, went regularly to camp and eventually thrust himself forward for military service in 1914 at the age of 57 years.
Before entering University College Hospital in October 1875, he was tutored privately. He lived at home in Kensington, worked assiduously but found that alcohol impaired his capacity to do so, and became a life-long campaigning teetotaller. He took a similar stand against tobacco. His hard work and his brilliance were rewarded with prizes, scholarships and the better jobs. He was a pupil of Marcus Beck, Lister's cousin and disciple, from whom he learned antisepsis, and of William Gowers, twelve years his senior. He made two illustrations for Charlton Bastian's book. In the MB, BCh finals in 1881, he was the University Prizeman in Surgery. The range of his characteristics and interests was partly encompassed by his nicknames, which were Archibald Allright (optimism), The Germ (Bacteriology and Antisepsis), The Professor (his general knowledge) and The Vulture (operating on corpses and doing necropsies).
After Of his 100 or so publications, 50 were published by 1890 and his scientific work fell off dramatically from 1900 on.'5 "What can have been the pressures or possibly the ambitions that made a man already internationally famous retire from one of London's premier teaching hospitals when he was 49?" (Jefferson 195716). He had been largely responsible for the policy which eliminated rabies in the UK by forcing through Pasteur's advice; he launched the surgery of tic douleureux. His 1886 paper5 records his first three and the 1887 paper6 reports his first ten brain operations. But beyond the 189013 report there is absolutely no systematic mention of the outcome of surgery for epilepsy. Nor did he, or his contemporaries with the exception of WW Keen, or his subsequent biographers, grasp the importance of this "epilepsy surgery", as opposed to his surgery of cerebral tumours.l7 18 He nearly understood. "In conclusion I think the details of the cases contained in the accompanying table show that the operation of exposing and removing considerable quantity of brain is not to be ranked among the 'dangerous procedures' of surgery".6 He hated writing scientific papers, he did it rather badly, as Jefferson remarked, ".... the published report is maddeningly brief". Even then he acknowledges his debt to his research assistant, a Dr Wilson, the house physician at Queen Square, for both the 1886 and 1887 papers.
Why would this remarkable, puritanical, honest, plain-speaking surgeon withdraw so totally from the very arena that had proved his preeminence?
At the time of their marriage the Horsleys lived at 80 Park Street, off Grosvenor Square, but later they removed to 25 Cavendish Square, a property previously owned by Dr CB Radcliffe and before him by Brown-Sequard. They had three children, Siward, OCswald and Pamela. Horsley was devoted to the family and was capable of working while family life went on around him, though his prose may have suffered somewhat by their distractions. His biographer, JB Lyons,2 recounts that, in his late teens, at a concert in the Albert Hall, Siward suddenly became unconscious and convulsed. Epilepsy was diagnosed and an operation was suggested. Only Sir Victor himself was regarded as appropriately competent and it was on him that the awful responsibility fell. (Sir Havelock Charles, 1916 
